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EXCLUSIVE CO-OWNERSHIP

OF YOUR LUXURY YACHT
Many of us aspire at some point in our life to own a prestigious power yacht or
sailboat, yet only a lucky few manage to reach that goal. For many, the costs
make it prohibitive, but others simply cannot justify owning such an expensive
asset when they know how limited their use will be.
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Several criteria determine the right yacht
ow there is a solution. “Exclusive
partnership. First is the homeport of preference
Co-ownership”, through Ownermatch
where the yacht will be located. Then comes the
International, provides an intelligent,
style and size of the vessel and budgetary guidelines.
cost-effective alternative for ownership of a luxury
Lastly, and most importantly, is the usage
yacht…one that provides all the pleasure at half
requirements of each owner so that
the cost….and realistically represents
they
can enjoy all the comfort and
an owner’s ability to use and enjoy
EXCLUSIVE
privacy of their own private yacht at
the asset. Shared ownership is not
CO-OWNERSHIP
the times they need it without having
new. It has become well-entrenched
to carry all the cost of ownership.
in both the private jet industry, and
PROVIDES AN
Ownermatch
specializes in ﬁfty/ﬁfty
more recently in the ownership of
INTELLIGENT,
partnerships that provide owners with
resort homes and recreational
COST-EFFECTIVE
adequate control of the asset and more
properties. The application of these
same fundamental economic
ALTERNATIVE FOR than enough time to enjoy their yacht
to the fullest. Our goal is to provide
principles to the enjoyment of luxury
OWNERSHIP OF A
owners with all the beneﬁts and pride
yachts is growing exponentially
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of private ownership at half the cost.
around the world.
Ownermatch also offers larger
Every experienced yacht owner is
‘skippered’
vessels that can be
aware of the tremendous capital costs involved in
Exclusively Co-Owned for corporate use…
keeping a luxury yacht ready to go in their favorite
entertaining, a second ofﬁce, or incentives for
port. Add to that accelerated depreciation due to
clients and employees…all tax deductible. Vessels
devalued dollars, limited moorage options and
from 40ft to 100ft are currently available as well as
sky-high fuel costs. It is becoming harder and
qualiﬁed buyers looking for the right opportunity to
harder to justify the pleasures of private yacht
participate in the Ownermatch “Exclusive
ownership…or is it? Ownermatch International
Co-Ownership” Program. Ownermatch
now provides present yacht owners an opportunity
International provides all necessary legal documents
to ﬁnd the perfect co-owner with whom to share
and ongoing vessel management services to insure
those costs and enjoyment of their private yacht.
maximum protection of the asset and hassle-free
For new buyers entering the market, we assist in
enjoyment by the owners.
all aspects of both the search for the right partner
and the search for the right yacht.

For more information: Call Wayne Wilkins 604-307-1947 - www.ownermatch.com
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